Signal Cartel Q&A Guest Info Sheet
Thank you for generously offering to share your time and expertise in a Signal Cartel Q&A. We
organize these sessions as a way for our members--particularly those new to EVE--to learn
about specific topics from experts, get a glimpse into other play styles or lifestyles within the
game, or discover activities being undertaken in service to the wider EVE community.
About the Sessions
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

Casual, laid-back, conversational approach.
Facilitated by the organizing Signal Cartel member.
Duration is 60-90 minutes.
Recorded so that non-attendees can listen later.
Format: Introduction, Brief On-Topic Talk by Guest, Questions from Audience, Wrap-Up.
Questions tend to get asked in the sequence asked, rather than being organized into
related groupings but that’s up to the facilitator and depends on how many questions
they get in advance of the session.
Typically attendees are muted during the session so that only you and the facilitator may
speak, but that’s up to the facilitator (it makes for easier editing).

Technical Info
●
●
●

We use Mumble. Connect via mumble.eve-scout.com. No password required; just use
the default port. Connect using your character name.
Info you want to share info with attendees can be linked in Mumble chat during the
session.
When possible, the facilitator will send you questions in advance so you have more time
to consider them. The reality is that folks generally just ask in the moment on Mumble.

Follow-Up
●
●
●

Recorded sessions are mildly edited for audio/conversational quality and posted on
SoundCloud or elsewhere for public access.
Feel free to share the link as you wish once it goes live.
I typically publicize sessions on Twitter, reddit, my blog, and elsewhere as the
opportunity presents.

If you have any questions prior to your session or need to reschedule, please get in touch with
your facilitator.

